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CHAPTER I                                                                                  

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1  Motivation and Problem Description 

 

The proliferation of the internet provides an enormous variety of choices to obtain 
more information for customers in selecting the product(s) that meets his/her desires. 
Recommender systems were created for helping user to make the decision(s) when they 
have to select their favorite item(s) from the huge database. The system collects history of 
user’s preference toward the items. Then, their past behaviors and preferences are used to 
make the prediction by matching them with a set of available product in the database to 
generate a ranking of products the most interesting to each user. In the present, 
recommender systems become base method for E-commerce, which is widely used in 
many Internet websites. 

The recommendation process starts with the initial set of ratings that are either 

explicitly provided by the users or implicitly inferred by the system. The goal of a typical 

recommendation system is to predict the rating of unrated items using the rated items’ 

ratings and also find the items that should be utilized to the user. Generally, there are three 

steps in the recommendation process. The first one is to create the user profiles which 

collect users’ preferences toward items that they have been rated. Next step is the similarity 

measurement which uses the metric to measure the correlation between users by using 

their user profiles. The Last one is the prediction step which uses data from both previous 

steps to generate the recommendation. 

There are three reliable techniques of the recommendation system based on their 
approach: Content-Based Filtering, Collaborative Filtering and hybrid techniques. Content-
Based Filtering technique generate the recommendations based on the similarity of items to 
the ones that user preferred in the past. Collaborative Filtering technique generates the 
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recommendations based on the opinions of the group of similar users toward the target 
user. Hybrid technique is designed by combining the other two or more techniques 
together. This combination can be done on many different ways in order to improve 
recommendation quality such as Maneeroj [2], Balabanovic & Shoham [9], and 
Adomavicius & Tuzhilin [8]. They integrate Content-Based Filtering into Collaborative 
Filtering to reduce disadvantage of each other.  

These three main techniques use the overall rating to predict the preference of 
users for unseen items. In another word, the vast majority of current recommendation 
systems typically used single rating to represent the utility of an item to users in the two-
dimensional Users × Items space. 

Next generation of the recommendation system techniques is Multi-criteria ratings 

recommender technique, which provides additional information about user preferences 

regarding several important aspects of an item. This will potentially benefit for recommender 

system because they can define the characteristic of users more clearly. Therefore, it can 

increase the accuracy of the recommendations. 

Normally, the user profile is created by using rating of user with the aspects of items 

or items feature. This user profile will represent the characteristic of user on purchasing or 

choosing items. Only user profiles of single criteria may not be able to denote the suitable 

characteristic because it can just express how much users prefer the items. However, user 

profiles of Multi-criteria ratings, which obtain more information about users’ preferences, will 

be more efficient to define the characteristic of users since it can indicate the reason why 

users prefer the items. 

For example, if we consider single rating (overall rating) from table1 user U1 and U2 

seem to be the nearest neighbors for the target user, since they got exactly the same overall 

rating score on the similar items. Nevertheless, if we examine in the multiple criteria ratings 

view, the suitable neighbors for the target user should be U3 and U4. Since multi-criteria 

provide the feedback about the specific aspect of items. Therefore, we can clearly see that 

U1 and U2 have the difference in their tastes toward the target user even though their overall 
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ratings for the items match perfectly. This comparison as shown in table 1.1 will indicate the 

reason why Multi-criteria ratings provide more appropriate characteristics than single rating. 

 

Table1.1: The comparison of Single rating and Multi-criteria ratings  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Multi-criteria ratings represent the utility of an item i to a user u in the multi-

dimensional Users × Items × Criteria space. When the recommender system has to handle 

with n criteria data, then methodically definition of the Multi-criteria ratings can be defined 

as the following: 

 

 R (u, i) = (rc1 (u, i)… rcn (u, i))   



Where rc (u, i) denotes the rated score of user u for item i on the criterion c. R (u, i) stands 
for the predicted rating value of user u toward item i. 

The Multi-criteria ratings recommender systems assess the correlation among users 
on Multi-criteria ratings in order to find the neighborhood. In the calculation process, several 
literatures use the difference between each pair of users’ profiles, which directly uses the 
Multi-criteria ratings to perform the calculation and then convert the derived difference 
values into the similarity. The lowest difference is the most similar and also the good 
neighbor.  

User Item1 Item2 Item3 Item4 
Target 6 (5,7,7,5) 5 (7,3,3,7) 6 (5,7,7,5) 5 (7,3,3,7) 

U1 6 (8,4,4,8) 5 (2,8,7,3) 6 (8,4,3,9) 5 (2,8,8,2) 

U2 6 (8,4,3,9) 5 (2,8,8,2) 6 (8,4,4,8) 5 (2,8,7,3) 

U3 5 (4,6,6,4) 6 (8,4,4,8) 5 (4,6,6,4) 6 (8,4,4,8) 

U4 5 (4,6,6,4) 6 (8,4,4,8) 5 (4,6,6,4) 6 (8,4,4,8) 
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However, the exact meaning of the good neighbor is the user who has similar tastes 
with the target user. In another word, the user who thinks the alike as the target user should 
prefer the same things. Therefore, is it suitable to use the real rating values in the similarity 
calculation? Since, system might have the problem to select the better neighbor when the 
different among them are equal. 

  For example, if the difference values between the target user and the other two 
users are identically that means the other two users should have the same level of the 
similarity values toward the target user. However, one of them got high difference on one 
criterion while another one got the low difference on several criteria. In this case, their 
overall different values are equal but the level of the similarity values of them should be 
different. Since one of them got the difference on only one criterion while another one got 
the difference on several criteria. We call this problem as “SDDS problem” (Same Distance 
but Different Similar) 

For example, suppose that the target user, user A, and user B had their own profile 
that can be display as table 1.2. 

 
Table1.2: The user profile of Multi-criteria ratings  

User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 
Target user 9 8 7 7 
User A 9 8 7 5 
User B 9 7 7 6 

 
 

 In order to find the relation among users, system will measure the distance or 
difference between the user A with the target user as shown in table 1.3 and also user B 
with the target user as displayed in table 1.4. For these two tables, the Manhattan Distance 
is used as the metric to find the difference values between a pair of users. 
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Table1.3: The difference between target user and user A 
User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 Sum 

Target User 9 8 7 7  
User A 9 8 7 5  

Difference of Target user, User A 0 0 0 2 2 
 

Table 1.4: The difference between target user and user B 
User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 Sum 

Target User 9 8 7 7  
User B 9 7 7 6  

Difference of Target user, User B 0 1 0 1 2 
 
 

According to the evaluation result from table 1.3 and table 1.4, the overall difference 
values of user A and user B toward the target user are equal. However, if we thoroughly 
consider about the values of each criterion between the target user and the other two users, 
user A should be the better neighbor. In another word, user A should have more similarity 
toward the target than user B, since the user A got same value on three criteria, which are 
criteria 1, criteria 2, and criteria 3 while user B got only two criteria, which are criteria 1 and 
criteria 3.  

The cause of the SDDS problem is on the calculation process, since the different 
pair of numbers can produce the same value. In order to reduce this SDDS problem, we 
would like to focus on the significance of criteria as the optimal solution. The significance of 
criteria is considered to be a technical assistance for the system that not only certifies the 
importance of each criterion to users but also better represent the characteristic of user 
than real criteria values.  

To represent the significance of criteria, we transform the values on each criterion 
into the level of importance of each criterion. We name this technique as Criteria-Ranking. 
For example, in the case of table1.2, we use the Criteria-Ranking to transform each criteria 
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rating value into the Criteria-Ranking value. So the Criteria-Ranking profiles can be shown 
as the figure 1.1.  

 

User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 
Target user 9 8 7 7 
User A 9 8 7 5 
User B 9 7 7 6 

 

User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 
Target user Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank3 
User A Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank4 
User B Rank1 Rank2 Rank2 Rank4 
Figure 1.1: The example of transformation of Criteria-Ranking 

 
For every criterion value of target user, user A’s profile and user B’s profile are 

transforming to be Criteria-Ranking profiles as the lower table from figure 1. Then Manhattan 
Distance is used to evaluate the difference between them. As the result from table 1.5 and 
table 1.6, because the user A has lower distance of Criteria-Ranking than user B, user A is a 
better neighbor than user B on another word user A is more similar to the target user than 
user B. Consequently, the SDDS problem from table 1.3 and table 1.4 is eliminated. 
 

Table1.5: The difference between target user and user A on Criteria-Ranking profile 
User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 Sum 

Target User Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank3  
User A Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank4  

Difference of Target user, User A 0 0 0 1 1 
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Table 1.6: The difference between target user and user B on Criteria-Ranking profile 
User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 Sum 

Target User Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank3  
User B Rank1 Rank2 Rank2 Rank4  

Difference of Target user, User A 0 0 1 1 2 
 
 

Although Criteria-Ranking seems to play a role in helping the system to solve the 
SDDS problem, but even we transform the criteria rating value into criteria ranking, we still 
face the SDDS problem in some situation. For example, suppose that system face with the 
user profile that looks like the table 1.7. 

 
Table1.7: The example of SDDS problem on criteria-ranking profile 

User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 
Target user Rank1 Rank1 Rank1 Rank4 
User A Rank1 Rank1 Rank4 Rank1 
User B Rank1 Rank3 Rank3 Rank2 

 
 

After the system evaluated the Manhattan Distance metric to measure the difference 
between the target user and the other user, the result of measurement can be displayed as 
table 1.8 and table 1.9. This can prove that SDDS problem can also happen with the 
Criteria-Ranking technique too. 
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Table 1.8: The difference between target user and user A on the example of SDDS problem 
on criteria-ranking profile 

User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 Sum 
Target User Rank1 Rank1 Rank1 Rank4  

User A Rank1 Rank1 Rank4 Rank1  
Difference of Target user, User A 0 0 3 3 6 

 

Table 1.9: The difference between target user and user B on the example of SDDS problem 
on criteria-ranking profile 

User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 Sum 
Target User Rank1 Rank1 Rank1 Rank4  

User B Rank1 Rank3 Rank3 Rank2  
Difference of Target user, User B 0 2 2 2 6 

 
 

In order to reduce the SDDS problem in Criteria-Ranking profile, system needs more 
technique to handle with this situation. From the fact that, the first rank of the Criteria-
Ranking profile should play the more crucial role than the other ranks, that means it is the 
most effective criteria toward the target user. Therefore, we construct the Closeness Score 
in order to indicate the importance of rank in different level. This Closeness Score will give 
more value for higher rank and less value for lower rank when the system has to face with 
the same difference between a pair of user. For example, if we used the Closeness Score 
with the table 1.9. Then, the result of evaluation by using the Closeness Score will be shown 
as the table 1.10. 
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Table 1.10: The example of a result using the closeness score with criteria-ranking profile 
User ID Criteria1 Criteria 2 Criteria 3 Criteria 4 

Target User Rank1 Rank1 Rank1 Rank4 
User B Rank1 Rank3 Rank3 Rank2 

Difference of Target user, User A 0 2 2 2 
Closeness Score Highest Higher Higher Lower 

 
 

In the criteria 1, the target user and also user B have the same rank which is the first 
rank. That means the Closeness Score of this criterion should get the highest score. For the 
criteria 2, criteria 3, and criteria 4, even these three criteria have the same different value 
but criteria 2 and criteria 3 are more important for the target user. Since, the Criteria-
Ranking values of the criteria 2 and also criteria 3 are the first rank of the target user while 
the Criteria-Ranking value of criteria 4 is the fourth rank of the target user. Therefore, criteria 
2 and criteria 3 should get the higher score than the criteria 4. 

 We use this Closeness Score to support the Criteria-Ranking technique in order to 
cope with the SDDS problem. The detail of our methodology will be described in chapter 3. 

In this thesis, the idea of Criteria-Ranking and Closeness Score are proposed to 
give the significance of each criterion toward each user on the user profiles. This will 
improve the quality of the user profile. After the suitable user profile obtained, the group of 
good quality neighbors is formed and more the accurate recommendations will be 
achieved. 
   The next chapter described about the theoretical background which explains the 

detail of related work. We then describe more about our methodology in chapter 3. In 

chapter 4, we discuss about the experimental results. Finally, we give some conclusion, 

discussion and future work in the last chapter. 
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1.2 The Scope of study 

 

1.  The domain in this thesis is only Movie. 

2. Data is obtained from Yahoo Movie System, which consists of 200 users, 1358 

movies, and 2550 rating.  

3. The considered Criteria of the movie are the overall, story, acting, directions, and 

visual. 

4. The prediction result is in the term of overall rating. 

 

1.3 The Objectives of the Research 

 

1) To enhance the accuracy of recommendation based on Multi-criteria ratings. 

2) Propose the Criteria-Ranking technique to transform the user profile into the novel 

user profile. 

3) Propose the Closeness Score to measure the similarity among users in the term of 

the novel user profile. 

 

1.4 The benefit 

 

 The proposed methodology will help the Multi-criteria ratings recommender system to 

produce the higher quality of the recommendation by transforming the preference data into 

the user profile in the more suitable way. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

In this chapter, we will briefly describe about theories that is related to this thesis. 

Details of the theories comprise of the derivation, procedure, and also the example of the 

related work. 

Naturally, when people have to make up their mind in selecting something or make 

a choice on the things that they do not have any idea, they usually rely on the experience 

and opinions of the others. Of course we can find out the suggestions from the people who 

are expert at those things or familiar with the choices we face. Sometimes we cannot make 

any decision on the available choices by ourselves, unless the topic of interest is the talk of 

the town. 

In the past, the recommendation occasionally lacks of credibility because they are 

considered as a means of hidden advertising. Therefore, a new generation of the 

recommender system site has merged to provide a user with more comfortable when a user 

wants to access the information on the site. The recommender system will accumulate the 

history behaviors and also the preferences of users’ experiences. This experience feedback 

from web users will be gathered to form the content of recommendation. Finally, the 

recommender system will analyze the experience of users to perform the appropriated 

recommendation. The recommendation from the recommender system will be substitute for 

the suggestion from the expert.  

In the present, the internet has been widely used for exploring the information which 

has various categories and also huge information. Therefore, the increasing numbers of 

people are turning to the computational recommender system as Akharraz [11] to support, 

mediate, or automate the process of sharing the suggested information as Terveen [13]. 

This is the beginning of the recommender system. 
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2.1 Recommendation techniques 

 

The recommender system is another useful system that can help user to handle with 

the large information. The technique of recommendation is the methodology that uses 

information about user as the helpful data by analyzing the factor of user’s behavior, the 

attribute of the items, and also the contextual information that might affect the decision of 

users and then classify the appropriate information to the user. This method will support 

user to access information with more comfortableness and satisfaction, especially when 

users have to face with the large item spaces by providing user with the interesting 

suggestion. The recommendation techniques are usually classified into three categories 

based on their approach to recommendation, which are Collaborative Filtering, Content-

Based Filtering and Hybrid. 

In addition, the recommender system can also be classified based on the nature of 

their algorithm technique into Memory-based and Model-based approach as Breese [10]. 

For the memory based approach, it usually evaluates the recommendation based directly 

on the prior activities of user. This approach represents the study of how people use their 

experience in order to improve performance heuristics. In contrast, model-based approach 

uses previous user activities to make a recommendation by learning a predictive model with 

prior behavior of user (typically using some statistical or machine-learning methods). 

 

2.1.1  Collaborative Filtering 

   

  The Collaborative Filtering is the most widespread technique as Breese [10], and 

Herlocker [12]. From the fact that, people usually prefer to ask their friends who have the 
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same taste for the suggestion of the things that they do not have their own experience with. 

This can explain the nature of this kind of recommendation technique.  

  The Collaborative Filtering technique generated recommendations by providing the 

items that were interested by other users who have the similar preference with the target 

user. This technique will accumulate the user’s preference data in order to find the relation 

among users by measuring the similarity between a pair of users. In the similarity 

measurement process, system accumulated the set of preferred items that both target user 

and another user have rated, which is called co-rated items as shown in table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1: The example co-rated items 
User Item1 Item2 Item3 Item4 

A 5 - 3 5 

B 4 5 - 5 

co-rated items 

 

  After the measurement is over, the group of similar users is obtained and then the 

prediction is generated. After the prediction has finished, the items which are predicted with 

the higher score will be recommended to target user. 

  The Collaborative Filtering technique does not depend on the components of the 

items on the consideration. Instead, the recommendation process automatically based on 

user’s opinion only. 

   Unfortunately, the main disadvantage of this technique is that people might give 

their own opinions on the different items so that the co-rated items between the target user 

with the other users are less or none. This means that system may not be able to find the 

neighbor of user or system can only provide the user with the poor quality neighbor. Since, 
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the finding neighborhood process needs a lot the co-rated items in order to generate the 

good quality neighbor. Therefore, it cannot be sure that they really have the same taste or 

not. 

 

2.1.2   Content-Based Filtering 

 

  The Content-Based Filtering technique analyzed the user preference data to 

determine which item is relevant to the item that user liked in the past. The Content-Based 

Filtering technique derived from the idea that user should satisfy the items similar to the 

items the user had his/her experiences with. Most of the system tried to summarize the past 

item contents which user has been rated on purchased or consumes items in terms of user 

profile. Usually, the user profile is indicated by a vector whose elements explain the aspect 

of the evaluated items. When the user profile is completely created, the system will select 

the items that should be interesting by the user using similarity metric to measure the 

similarity between content in a user profile and an item based on user’s prior feedback in 

the characteristics and properties of items. Finally, the items which have a high similarity will 

be recommended to the user.  

 Unfortunately, the weakness of this technique is the list of predicted items will be 

the static kind of items. Since, the system will estimate the rating of unrated item base on 

the given rating. That means the user will be recommended with only a set of the same old 

things. Therefore, a user will have no opportunity to be recommended to the items that have 

different attribute or feature from the items he/she familiar with. 
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2.1.3   Hybrid 

 

Hybrid is the technique that combines two or more techniques such as Collaborative 
Filtering and Content-Based Filtering to decrease the limitation or weakness of each 
technique in order to gain the higher recommendation quality result. There are many ways 
to combine techniques together such as in the case of Lakiotaki [14]. Uta-rec was a utility-
based recommender that worked using the preference disaggregation principle. In order to 
model a user’s preference in terms of a set of additive utility functions, this system 
implemented by using UTA algorithm. Claypool [7] introduced the p-tango method, which 
makes use of both Content-Based and Collaborative Filtering through a linear combination 
for online newspaper domain. Bichler [15] combined decision analysis techniques and 
multi-attribute auction mechanisms in order to procure goods and services. Ricci [16] make 
the recommendation rely on the combination of factors as: appropriate destination 
modeling; data retrieval and filtering with both sharp and approximate matching; scoring 
using personal preferences that can be derived from a base of previous cases. Green [17] 
used conjoint analysis as their methodology. They use various models to infer buyers’ 
partworths for attribute level then use it predict how buyers will choose among products and 
services. Balabanovic & Shoham [9] they created the Fab system which is the combination 
of Content-Based Filtering with Collaborative Filtering. It created user profiles instead of 
used user's ratings used based on Content-Based Filtering technique. The similarity for 
prediction is only based on the user profiles which mean that the quality of predictions is 
fully dependent on the Content-Based Filtering technique. Cho & Kim [26] proposes a 
recommendation methodology based on Web usage mining that populates the rating 
database by tracking customers’ shopping behaviors on the Web, and product taxonomy, 
which is used to improve the performance of searching for nearest neighbors through 
dimensionality reduction of the database. Li [18] they evaluated a new algorithm, which is 
Collaborative Filtering based on item and user (CF-UI), for help E-Commerce in the 
recommendation. Lee [19] tries to personalize each user in order to know their buying 
behaviors and accordingly develop more appropriate marketing strategies for each user 
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and provide the suitable information and products/services to serve user needed. The 
customer’s satisfaction and loyalty can thus be enhanced, and the increase in each user’s 
visiting frequency can further create more transaction opportunities and benefit the Internet 
businesses. Maneeroj [2] performed the hybrid recommendation system based on Content-
Based Filtering to integrate into Collaborative Filtering in order to improve recommendation 
quality. Instead of using only overall rating value, they use user’s opinions on features to 
deal with a poor neighbor problem. In the finding high quality neighbor, they used two 
filtering processes in order to form a set neighbor. They used Content-Based as the first 
filtering in order to obtain the rough neighbors set and then used it into co-rated item 
method with the “user’s opinion on various features” as the second filtering to obtain the 
final neighbors set that have good quality. 
  Nowadays, the way of combination is composed in order to measure similarity 

between a pair of users. This way follows the idea of Collaborative Filtering approach. It 

differs from the traditional one in the sense that the similarity measurement between a pair 

of users avoids using the co-rated item set by using Content-Based user profiles, and 

measures the similarity among users based on their profiles. After the list of neighbors is 

formed, the suggestion will be done when the system finished the prediction of the 

unevaluated item. 

  This technique is quite useful and effective, since it can increase the opportunity 

that users are recommended the serendipitous item. Moreover, it does not use co-rated 

item set in similarity measurement. Therefore, the system can know the similarity between a 

pair of users even though the users have not rated on the same set of items. 

 

2.2 The step of recommendation 

 

 Generally, there are three steps to generate recommendations in the recommender 

system, which are information preparation, similarity measurement and prediction. 
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2.2.1 Information Preparation 

 

 The first step is information preparation. In this step, all useful information such as the 

user preference toward the items (overall rating,…), the attribute of items (movie genre,…), 

and the contextual information (date, time, place,…) are incorporated and transformed by 

the system into the term that their algorithm need such as the user profile. This profile will be 

comprised of the information that represents the characteristic of each user. 

 

2.2.2 Similarity Measurement 

 

 The second step is similarity measurement. After the system got all needed 

information, the system will find the users or the items that related to the target user by 

measuring the similarity between the target user information with the other users’ information 

or the information about the items of user with the available items. This step will provide the 

set of the nearest neighbor or the set of the similar items to be the component of the 

prediction step. The similarity can be performing by using the correlation coefficient to find 

out the relation among users such as Pearson’s Correlation coefficient, and Cosine 

coefficient, which will be described as the following. 

 

   Pearson’s Correlation coefficient 

 

Pearson’s Correlation coefficient is a kind of correlation coefficient that 
denotes the relationship between two variables that are measured on the same 
interval or ratio scale.  
  Numerically, the Pearson’s Correlation coefficient is indicated as same as a 
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correlation coefficient that is used in linear regression; ranging from -1 to +1. A 
value of +1 is the result of a perfect positive relationship between two or more 
variables. On the other hand, a value of -1 determines a perfect negative 
relationship. When it is used with a non-linear equation, the Pearson coefficient can 
be misleadingly small.  

 

        
(2)

 

 
 

   Cosine coefficient 

Cosine similarity measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors in 
order to measure the similarity between them. When the angle is 0, the result of the 
Cosine function is equal to 1. When the angle is of unequal to 0, the result of the 
Cosine function is less than 1. Calculating the cosine of the angle between two 
vectors thus determines whether two vectors are pointing the same direction. 

Usually, this Cosine coefficient is used to compare the documents in text 
mining. Furthermore, in the field of Data Mining, it is used to measure cohesion 
within clusters.  

Cosine of two vectors can be easily evaluated by using the Euclidean Dot 
Product formula as the following equation: 

 

    
(3)
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The cosine similarity is represented using a dot product and magnitude as. 

 

    (4) 

For text matching, the attribute vectors A and B are usually the term 
frequency vectors of the documents. The cosine similarity can be seen as a method 
of normalizing document length during the comparison. 

The result of similarity ranges from -1 means it was exactly opposite, to 1 
means exactly the same, with 0 usually indicates independence, and in-between 
values indicate intermediate similarity or dissimilarity. 

The cosine similarity of two documents will range from 0 to 1 in the case of 
information retrieval, since the term frequencies (tf-idf weights) cannot be negative. 
The angle between two term frequency vectors will be less than 90°. 

This cosine similarity metric may be extended such that it yields the Jaccard 
coefficient in the case of binary attributes. This is the Tanimoto coefficient, T (A, B), 
represented as. 

 

    (5) 
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2.2.3 Prediction 

 

 The final step is the prediction. In this step, system used all related information in the 

numerical format such as rating and similarity to calculate predictions that indicate user 

feeling toward the items. After the prediction finished, the system will generate the 

recommendation result based on the list of the predicted items. The items the target user 

has not rated were predicted in the term of single rating by using neighbor’s rating given on 

such an item weighted by similarity values between the target user and their neighbors. 

              
 

   
      

 

   
   



Where Pri represents predicted rating for the movie ith of target user, rij denotes overall rating 
score of neighbor jth for movie ith and sj indicates the similarity value between neighbor jth 
and the target user. 
 

2.3 Single rating and Multi-criteria ratings  

 

2.3.1 Single rating 

 

 In the past, the recommender system used single rating to calculate and evaluate 

the recommendation. Single rating denotes the overall preference of the user toward the 

items. 

 Above three techniques Collaborative Filtering, Content-Based Filtering, and Hybrid 

have been developed on the single rating (overall rating) to represent the utility of an item to 

a user in the two-dimensional User  Item space. In order to improve recommendation, the 

developer needs to accumulate more information.  
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2.3.2 Multi-criteria ratings  

 

 This addition data will help system to understand user better, since it can provide 

more data that will represent the user characteristic in more reasons.  

 

Table2.2 The example single rating and Multi-criteria ratings on a user 
User\Movie Movie A Movie B Movie C Movie D Movie E 
User A (Single Criterion) 9 8 9 7 3 
User A (Multi-criteria) 9(13,13,5,5) 8(11,11,5,5) 9(11,11,7,7) 7(10,10,4,4) 3(5,5,1,1) 

 

 

 Single rating can only define how much users prefer toward the items, but Multi-

criteria ratings can represent the preference of users toward the items and also indicate the 

reason of users’ feeling toward each criterion. For example, as you can see from table 2.2 

User A is concerned on each criterion with the specific pattern which is (high, high, low, 

low). This can be explained that the criterion effect to a user in different level. This should 

help the recommendation performance because the additional information will provide more 

understandability than the previous one. 

 After obtaining rating from users, most of the recommender algorithm aim to analyze 

the common trend of preference among users. Suppose that there are three users as table 

2.3. All users were rated the same movie, which is the movie “A”. If we consider the value in 

single rating column, which can describe only the feeling of users toward the items, system 

will understand that user A and user C is the better neighbor than user A and user B.  

However, if we consider the values in Multi-criteria ratings column, the values of each 

criterion can be summarized that user A and user B are certainly adjudged to be the high 

quality neighbor because they have the similarity on each criterion more than user C. 
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Table 2.3: The example single rating and Multi-criteria ratings on multi-users 
Movie 

User 
Movie A 

Single Rating Multi-criteria ratings  
User A  9 9(13,13,5,5) 
User B  8 8(11,11,5,5) 
User C 9 9(11,7,7,11) 

 

Multi-criteria ratings would allow the recommender systems to respond to users’ 

individual dynamic needs in a more personalized manner and also adjust the 

recommendations accordingly. 

 Moreover, the Multi-criteria ratings obtained more information about user preference 

in several interesting components of items. Leveraging this additional information in the 

recommender system should be more advantage for users, since it can remarkably 

increase the accuracy of the recommendation quality. 

 The main goal of Multi-criteria ratings is to provide more information that helped the 

system to maximize user’s justification. The difference between single rating and Multi-

criteria ratings is the latter have more information about user and items, which can be useful 

for the recommendation process. In addition, the usage of Multi-criteria ratings in 

recommender systems can provide more benefits to their users. In order to using Multi-

criteria ratings in the recommendation system the appropriate technique is required. 

 

2.3.3 Multi-criteria ratings recommender technique 

 

 Multi-criteria ratings recommender technique is a new generation of hybrid 

recommendation technique based on Multi-criteria ratings, which provide additional 

information about user’s behavior, preference, knowledge or the things that can help system 
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to classify a user more clearly. This information is the data that affect the user’s opinion 

based on the items’ information. 

 Multi-criteria ratings have an important impact on many applications. Such systems, 

which refer as the multi-criteria recommender, were developed in numerous application 

domains. These include the movie recommendation [28], [29], [31], [32], the restaurant 

recommendation [6], the product recommendation [8], [22]-[27], [30], [34]-[36], and others 

[33]. For example, in food industry for E-commerce, service, cuisine and distance are three 

significant criteria for restaurant rating. In fact, Multi-criteria ratings for an item can provide 

us more precise approximations to the similarity between two users than the overall rating, 

since they give a good insight into why users like the item, whereas the latter can only tell us 

how much users like it. 

Recently, Multi-criteria ratings recommender technique has been developed in 

various approaches based on the data information of the considered domains. For instance, 

in order to leverage and incorporate the Multi-criteria ratings in the recommendation system 

on movie domain, Adomavicius [3] proposed two approaches: (i) the aggregation function-

based approach and (ii) the similarity based approach.  

For (i) the aggregation function-based approach, they generate pseudo ratings for 

unrated items in each criterion by using the traditional recommender technique. After that, 

they use machine learning to generate the aggregation function base on the real Multi-

criteria ratings. Finally, the predicted overall ratings were performed by using the pseudo 

Multi-criteria ratings as the input into the aggregation function. 

 About (ii) the similarity based approach; they applied the traditional Collaborative 

Filtering on the Multi-criteria ratings. About the similarity measurement, there are usually two 

different approaches to leverage Multi-criteria ratings in the similarity calculations which are 

“aggregating traditional similarities that are based on each individual rating”, and 

“Calculating similarity using multidimensional distance metrics”. 
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2.3.3.1 Aggregating traditional similarities that are based on each individual rating 
 

This approach can use any standard similarity metric such as cosine-based 

(4) and calculates the similarity between users (or item based on each individual 

criterion) 

The overall similarity can be calculated by aggregating the individual 

similarities in several ways such as average similarity and worst-case similarity. 

 

 Average similarity is performed by averaging all individual similarity using 

the following equation: 

 

                          
(7)  

 

 

 Worst-case similarity is performed by using the smallest of similarity as the 

following equation: 

 

                                (8)  
 

 
2.3.3.2 Calculating similarity using multidimensional distance metrics 

 

In Multi-criteria ratings, multidimensional distance metrics is one natural 

approach that is used to compute similarity among users. Such metrics is simple to 

understand and to implement. It is noted that the metric of distance and similarity 

are inversely related: the smaller the distance between two users, the higher the 

similarity. There are three steps to calculate the similarity between two users.  
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First, it is essential to calculate the distance between two users’ rating for the 

same item. For this purpose, any of the standard multidimensional distance metrics 

can be used such as Manhattan Distance and Euclidean distance. The details of 

them are described in the last part of this chapter. 

Second, the overall distance between two users u and u' is calculated using 

the following equation: 

                    
     (9)  

 

 

Where I (u, u') denotes the set of items that both u and u' have rated. In other words, 

the overall distance between two users u and u' is the average distance between 

their ratings for all their co-rated items. 

 

Finally, the similarity is calculated by using the following equation: 

                              
     (10)  

 

 

From the above two approaches, it can be concluded that co-rated items are 

necessary in the similarity measurement process. 

Although users give their own preferences on different items, sometimes co-rated 

items are just a few or none. The consequence of this fact will lead to the sparsity effect 

problem, because they used co-rated items to perform the similarity measurement. Thus, 

they cannot be sure that which ones are the suitable neighbors. 

Another literature, Le Roux [1] constructed a recommendation base on 

amalgamating the multiple criteria decision-making model as Plantié [20], Park [21] with the 

Collaborative Filtering technique to suggest the relative courses for graduate student(s). 

This should utilize especially for the non-native ones by using student(s)’s background and 
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interested career(s). 

Instead of using co-rated items, many literatures were created user profiles to 

reduce the sparsity effect problem such as Chapphannarungsri [4] and Rattanajitbanjong 

[5]. They both also focus on movie domain by using the hybrid concept to aggregate multi-

criteria with multidimensional and used movies’(items) feature vector integrate with users’ 

preference ratings. Then the system normalized it to generate the multi-criteria user vectors 

(profiles). 

Chapphannarungsri [4] change the way of weighting by weighting all the 

component of each feature instead of weight only the biggest component of a feature and 

also focus on the frequency of selection when the users are searching  for the movie. They 

separate characteristic of user into three vectors: (i) User Preference Vector (UPV), (ii) 

Selection on Movie feature Vector (SMV), (iii) Multi-Dimensional Vector (MDV). (i) The UPV 

represents users’ opinion on a feature of movie characteristic. In order to construct the UPV, 

the movie feature vector needs to transform by multiplying normalized rating toward each 

movie. Whenever the user rates the movie, the UPV will be automatically updated for that 

user. (ii) SMV denotes the behavior of user when they search for the movie by accumulating 

the frequency of feature selection. The SMV was constructed to reduce the unsuitable 

weight. (iii) MDV defines the factor that might affect user preference toward the items by 

collecting more information about their contextual information such as date, time, and place. 

The MDV use multiple linear regression analysis to perform the multidimensional instead of 

using reduction-based.  

They use UPV, SMV, and MDV in the finding neighborhood process using the 

distance metric to measure the different of users’ characteristic among users. 

Rattanajitbanjong [5] use pseudo ratings based on multi-criteria by applying Naïve 

Bayes. In order to find a neighbor, the pseudo CF table that derived from user profile vector 

with movie profile vector and also contextual information are needed.  

Actually, user profiles were performed by accumulating data of user behaviors and 
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preferences such as aspects of items, which can represent the characteristic of users. 

Even though user profiles can denote the characteristic of users, but to measure the 

similarity among users the multi-criteria values in user profiles may not be efficient, since 

Multi-criteria ratings values can be the cause of SDDS problem as mentioned in the 

previous section. 

 Therefore, in order to help system to meet the appropriate data information that 
indicates the characteristic of users more clearly, we have to focus on applying the user 
profile by using Criteria-Ranking and then use the Closeness Score for the similarity 
measurement. Both Criteria-Ranking and Closeness Score can completely denote the 
significant of criteria, which is useful and capable of coping with the cause of SDDS 
problem, in the suitable way. 
 

2.4 Multidimensional distance metrics 

 

2.4.1 Manhattan Distance 

 

The functionality of the Manhattan Distance is to calculate the distance that would 
be traveled to get from one data point to the other if a grid-like path is followed. The 
Manhattan distance is the sum of the differences of the corresponding components 
between two items.  

The formula for this distance between a point X = (X1, X2, etc.) and a point Y = (Y1, Y2, 
etc.) is: 

     (11)
 

Where n is the number of variables, and Xi and Yi are the values of the ith variable, at points 
X and Y respectively.  
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The difference between Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance are illustrated as the 
following figure:  

 

Figure2.1: The difference between Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance 

   

2.4.2 Euclidean distance 

 

In mathematics, the Euclidean distance or Euclidean metric is the "ordinary" 

distance between two points that one would measure with a ruler, and is given by the 

Pythagorean formula. The Euclidean space (or even any inner product space) becomes a 

metric space by using the formula as distance. The associated norm is called the Euclidean 

norm. The Euclidean distance between point p and q is the length of the line segment 

connecting them ( ). 

In Cartesian coordinates, if p = (p1, p2,..., pn) and q = (q1, q2,..., qn) are two points in 
Euclidean n-space, then the distance from p to q, or from q to p is given by the following 
equation: 

 

       
(12)  
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CHAPTER III 
 

METHODOLOGY  

 

 This chapter talks about our proposed methodology in deeply detail. All principals 

and also reasons are described on this chapter too. 

The main idea of our methodology is that people who are thinking in the same way 
should be considered as the good quality neighbor. Therefore, we should separate users by 
using their personal feedback toward items. The similar feedback should indicate that they 
have the same idea.  

Many researchers directly used the Multi-criteria ratings to calculate the similarity 
among users to classify users based on the multi-criteria recommendation system. This 
might not be the suitable solution to group the similar users since it may be occurred the 
case of “Same Distance but Different Similar” as mentioned in chapter 1. Therefore, we 
propose Criteria-Ranking and Closeness Score to be the appropriate solution for the 
process of finding the group of users who are thinking in the same way. 

In order to enhance the accuracy of recommendation based on Multi-criteria ratings, 
we use the Criteria-Ranking to transform the user profile into Criteria-Ranking profile, and we 
use the Closeness Score to measure the similarity among users in terms of Criteria-Ranking 
profile. 

To use the Criteria-Ranking and the Closeness Score technique, the system should 
process as the following steps. First, the user’s ratings are summarized and transformed 
into the user profiles. Then, each criterion on user profiles is ranked by comparing each 
criterion’s value with each other to transform user profile into Criteria-Ranking profile. After 
that, in order to measure the similarity among users in terms of Criteria-Ranking profile, we 
use Closeness Score to indicate the different importance of rank to find the correlation 
among users without the SDDS problem. Finally, we select Top-N neighbors who have 
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higher Closeness Score and then transform Closeness Score of them into the similarity 
value in order to perform the recommendation. 
 
The process of this work can be divided into these following steps: 

 

3.1 User Profile: This will describe about how to create the user profile based on the 

multi-criteria rating. 

 

3.2 Ranking Profile: This will represent how to obtain our novel user profile based on 

multi-criteria rating. 

 

3.3 Similarity Measurement: This process is about how to measure the distance or 

difference among users on our novel user profile. 

 

3.4 Prediction Generation: This explains the prediction process which uses the rating 

and also similarity to evaluate by applying on the weight average technique in order 

to generate the prediction. 

 

 A Recommendation Process is designed for the whole process of the 

recommendation system. The Recommendation Process in the experiment study is 

illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Recommendation Process 

 

3.1 User Profile 

 

    The user profile is created by collecting the preference values of a user toward 
rated items and items’ aspects. It comprises of overall rate, story rate, acting rate, direction 
rate and visual rate according to the Yahoo Movie System. The scale of rating score starts 
from 1 to 13, which represents the preference level from the least to the most. 

To meet the goal of recommendation, the rating scores which have values more 
than 7 are utilized to perform the user profiles (           ), where      denotes the 
summation of the satisfaction’s frequency for user A in criteria    The pAC is calculated by 
using the following equation. 
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Where     denotes the set of user’s rated movies on that criteria cj. ri indicate the rated value 
of user for the movie i on criteria cj. 

For example, suppose that the system obtained the multi-criteria preference data of 
a target user as shown in table 3.1, which displayed the rating information of a user who has 
user id equal to 1. This example shows his rating on each criterion for five movies. In order 
to compute the user profiles, the system will be processed as the following steps. First, any 
criteria ratings for any movie that has value greater than seven are counted as the 
frequency of user’s criteria. Then, these frequency values are divided by using the total 
number of rated items of that user in order to normalize the frequency of user’s criteria 
values in every element of the user profile. Table 3.2 displayed the result of the calculated 
user profile.  

 
Table 3.1: The example of data of a user 

User ID Movie ID Story  Acting  Direction  Visual  
1 3 9 8 9 7 
1 4 11 13 10 12 
1 17 7 6 8 6 
1 25 10 11 11 10 
1 68 7 8 9 7 

 

Table 3.2: The example of a user profile 
User ID Story >7 Acting >7 Direction >7 Visual >7 
1 3/5 4/5 5/5 2/5 
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3.2 Ranking Profile 

 

It should be potentially advantage for users if the system can understand more 
clearly about user purpose on giving their preference values to the items. In order to do 
that, only general user profiles may not be sufficient enough, since the SDDS problem 
occurs on it as mention in section 1. Thus, we propose Criteria-Ranking that can define the 
appropriate characteristics of users by demonstrating the level of criteria’s significance. 
Rank order starts from one, which is the most to the least important.   

For example, as the result of the table 3.2, now the system compares the values of 
each criterion with other criteria of that user to determine the significance level of criteria. 
Then the result of comparison is displayed as table 3.3. 

 
Table 3.3: The criteria-ranking profile 

User ID Story’s rank Acting’s rank Direction’s rank Visual’s rank 
1 R3 R2 R1 R4 

  
 

3.3 Similarity Measurement 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 The goal of calculating users’ similarity is to form a group of good neighbors in order 

to generate the better recommendation. 

 As mentioned in chapter 1, Criteria-Ranking still needs a technique to cope with the 

SDDS problem instead of directly using Criteria-Ranking value to perform the measurement. 

Therefore, we intend to propose using the Closeness Score.  

 The Closeness Score is derived from the assumption that higher rank should get the 

more impact than the lower one. Therefore, the difference on rank 1 should be more 

important than rank2, rank3 and rank4 respectively. 
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 In order to give importance for higher rank, the Closeness Value table is created to 

transform difference values of Criteria-Ranking on each criterion between target user and 

other users into Closeness Value according to the importance of rank.  

 After that, Closeness Values of all criteria are summarized to be the Closeness 

Score. This Closeness Score will represent the similarity between target user and other 

users. Then, system will order the Closeness Score descending to get a list of the nearest 

neighbors. 

 After the system obtains the list of neighbor completely, system will select top-N 

rank and then convert them into the similarity values. 

 In order to have clearly understandability, the process of similarity measurement is 

divided into three parts: Closeness Score measurement, top-N neighbors’ selection and 

similarity value calculation 

 

 3.3.1 Closeness Score Measurement 

 

The Closeness Value table is created based on the assumption that the 
similarity of higher rank is more important than the similarity of lower rank. The result 
of this should help us to reduce the effect of SDDS problem because the score will 
show the different of significant on each criterion. 

Since our experimental data have four criteria, the possibility of rank order 
will be started from rank1, rank2, rank3, and rank4. Therefore, the difference 
between each rank can be only from 0 to 3 as the result on table 3.4.  
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Table 3.4: The difference of rank order 
 Rank1 Rank2 Rank3 Rank4 

Rank1 0 1 2 3 
Rank2 1 0 1 2 
Rank3 2 1 0 1 
Rank4 3 2 1 0 

 
 

This table shows the possible difference value among the ranks of our criteria. 
Since the rank order is 1 to 4 and the difference of rank is 0-3, so Closeness 

Value table must have four columns and four rows in order to fulfill all possible 
Closeness Value. The column heading of Closeness Value table will represent the 
level of rank of target user. In contrast, row heading of Closeness Value table 
denotes the level of difference value of rank between target user and other users. 

The value of each cell on the table 3.5 is The Closeness Value for each level 
of difference value (Di) between rank of other users and rank of target user (Rj) on 
every rank level. At cell (1, 1) in which value is 4 determines that rank of another 
user (R1) equals to the rank of target user (R1), so difference level is D0. 

At the first place, cause our experiment have four criteria, so we set the 
highest values of the Closeness Score table to 4 at the most importance cell (1, 1) of 
the table and then continuously minus it with one for the lower rank and also the 
higher different values. So, Closeness Value table is displayed like table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5: The closeness value table 
Rank of Criteria  

 
Different Value  

 
R1 

 
R2 

 

 
R3 

 

 
R4 

 
D0 4 3 2 1 
D1 3 2 1 0 
D2 2 1 0 -1 
D3 1 0 -1 -2 

   

 
Where Ri denotes rank ith of target user, and Dn indicates the different value 
between the rank of target user and the rank of another user on each criterion with 
the difference value n. 

The Closeness Value table is used as the lookup table. For example, target 
user got his/her profile as {R3 for criteria 1, R2 for criteria 2, R1 for criteria 3, and R4 
for criteria 4} and another user has a profile as {R3 for criteria 1, R2 for criteria 2, R4 
for criteria 3, and R1 for criteria 4}, which are displayed in table 3.6. 

 
Table 3.6: The example of a pair of criteria-ranking profiles 

User  Criteria1 Criteria2 Criteria3 Criteria4 
Target User R3 R2 R1 R4 
User A R3 R2 R4 R1 

 
 

First, we concentrate on rank 1 (criteria3) of the target user.  After that, 
difference value between target user and user A of such a criterion that contains 
rank1 (R1) of target user is calculated by using the following equation. 
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Where Dci denotes the different value on the criterion i, Rtci indicates the rank of 
target user on the criterion I, and Ruci defines as the rank of another user on the 
criterion i.  

So, the difference value on criteria3 equal to absolute of R1 subtract with R4 
that is equal to 3. After that, the closeness value from the closeness value table 
(table 3.5) at the cell (R1, D3) is retrieved to be the component of the closeness 
score. Then, the Closeness Value of rank 2, rank 3, and rank 4 are retrieved 
respectively as same as the rank 1. Finally, the Closeness Value of every criterion 
summed to be the closeness score between the user A and the target user.  

 

 3.3.2 Top N Neighbors’ Selection  

 

After finishing Closeness Score calculation, system will retrieve the list of the 

neighbor using the Closeness Score to order the other users respectively. Then, 

system will select Top-N users to be the list of the nearest neighbor for target user 

while Top1 of the list denoted the user who gets the highest Closeness Score 

among users. 

 

Table 3.7: The example list of neighbor with their closeness score (unordered) 
User ID Closeness Score 

8 7 

12 10 

25 6 

33 10 

45 8 

66 6 
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For example, as displayed on table 3.7 user 12 and user 33 got the highest 

Closeness Score that is 10. So, user 12 and user 33 will be the first order of the list. 

Then user 45 who got Closeness Score equal to 8 will be the third order respectively 

as shown in table 3.8. 

 

Table 3.8: The example list of neighbor with their closeness score (ordered) 
User ID Closeness Score Order number 

33 10 1 

12 10 1 

45 8 3 

8 7 4 

66 6 5 

25 6 5 

 

 

 3.3.3 Similarity Value Calculation 

 

In order to calculate the similarity between target user and other users, the 
list of top-N users will use to perform the similarity while the highest value(s) is top1 
on the list. Their top-N positions will be converting into the similarity values using the 
following algorithm. 
 
For (x = 1) to n 
{ 

Similarity value = (n – (x-1)) /n 
} 
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Where x denotes the position of top-N neighbors, n represents the number of 
nearest neighbors. 
 

For example, as table 3.9 this represents the converting process from the 
nearest neighbor list order into the similarity values. 

 
Table 3.9: The Example of the calculation of similarity value 

Neighbor name list order Similarity value 
D 1 (5-(1-1))/5 = 1 
B 1 (5-(1-1))/5 = 1 
E 3 (5-(3-1))/5=0.6 
C 3 (5-(3-1))/5=0.6 
A 5 (5-(5-1))/5=0.2 

 
 

The range of similarity is 0 to 1. While 1 denotes the most similarity that 
means the user and the target user have the same taste, 0 define the least similarity 
that means the user and the target user have the opposite taste. 

 
3.4 Prediction Generation 

 
 The prediction is performed by using the weight average based on real rating of 

neighbors as the following equation. 
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Where Pri represents predicted rating for the movie ith of target user, rij denotes overall rating 
score of neighbor jth for movie ith and sj indicates the similarity value between neighbor jth 
and the target user. 

After prediction has finished, the recommendation can be performed by suggesting 
the items with the high values from the list of predictable items. 
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CHAPTER IV 

                                                                                        

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISSCUSION  

 

  The experiment aims to evaluate the performance of our proposed methodology by 

comparing with other two methods on application based implementation using Visual 

Basic.Net programming language and SQL Server database management system. The first 

one is the typical similarity-based on Multi-Criteria recommendation technique and another 

one is a technique which directly applied Euclidean Distance on the multi-criteria user 

profiles. 

  Before the experiment is performed, the system needed two things to support the 

experiment. The first one is data, and the second one is the evaluation metric. 

 

4.1  Data 

 

We gather data from http://movies.yahoo.com. The data consists of 200 users and 
1358 movies with produce 2550 ratings. The ratings split into two different sets, first one is 
training set (70% of ratings) and another one is test set (remaining 30% of rating) in the 
experiment. Normally, Yahoo Movie System will request users to give their feedback for 
each movie on the overall rating and four criteria, which comprise of story, acting, direction 
and visual. Each user will perform rate by giving their opinion on each criterion of each 
movie. The meaning of each criterion can be described as followed. 
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 Story: this criterion is about movie story, plot, or scenario of each movie. 

 Acting: this will define user preference in the actor / actress. 

 Direction: this depends on the satisfaction of user to the performance of the 
movie director. 

 Visual: this corresponds to what user saw in the movie. Such as costume of 
actor/actress, location, view, or place where the movie was created. 

 
So, there are four criteria on this experiment. The possible rating values start from F 

to A+. After collecting data, we converted them to numerical numbers in the ways that A+ 
and F stand for the most and the least. The preferable values are ranging from 1 to 13. 
 
Table 4.1 show the real database format that used to accumulate the information of user. 
This format comprises of user id, movie id, overall rating, story rating, acting rating, direction 
rating, and visual rating. 
 
 

User id Movie id Overall rating Story rating Acting rating Direction rating Visual rating 
- - - - - - - 

Table 4.1: the format of real database  
 
I supposed that the user who has user id “1” rated the movie that has movie id “115”. He 
gave his opinion by rating seven for overall rating, eight for story rating, nine for acting 
rating, five for direction rating, and six for visual rating. Therefore, the result of this example 
is displayed as the table 4.2. 
 

User id Movie id Overall rating Story rating Acting rating Direction rating Visual rating 
1 115 7 8 9 5 6 

Table 4.2: The example of real rating information 
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We research by using various combinations of parameters for our experiments: 
number of the nearest neighbors (3, 5 and 10) and number of users (100,200). 

The obtaining data from the yahoo movie is not straightforward and automatic. Some 
manual processes are required because the purpose of the website is for the commercial 
only. Therefore, they not provide any service for the researcher to obtain rating information. 
Next, we will describe the step for obtaining the data from the site. 

 
4.1.1 Accumulated the dataset from Yahoo! Movies Site 
 

 
Figure4.1: Yahoo! Movie main page 

   

    As shown in figure 4.1, the Yahoo Movie is the site that displayed movies’ 

information. For every movie, it will have its own page that described about the information 

of the movie in detail, show times & tickets, trailers & clips, cast & credits, critics review, 

user review … etc.  
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 The user review is the function that the register user can give his/her opinion by rating on 

four criteria for each movie and also give some comment for the movie that was interested 

by him/her. The data can be obtaining by following these steps. 

 

1. After we reach the main page of the site, we can be looking for the interesting movie 

by many ways. In this case, we are looking from the box office by click on the box 

office. Then the box office page will be shown as the figure 4.2. 

 

 
Figure 4.2: The box office page 
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2. As shown in figure4.2, the list of box office charts will be displayed. In this case, we 

choose the top of the list which has titled “Unknown”. Then the page of movie 

“Unknown” will be displayed as figure 4.3. 

 

 
Figure 4.3: The page of Movie “Unknown” 

 

3. This page will provide a user with the detail of such a movie. To see the rating 

information of register user, the simple way is clicked on the “User Reviews” link 

which on the middle of the page. 
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Figure 4.4: User Reviews page of “Unknown” 

 

4. After clicking the user review link, page that has been rating information from the 

register user will be displayed as figure 4.4. The overall rating, story rating, acting 

rating, direction rating, and also visuals rating of the register user are shown as same 

as their comments for such a movie in this page. Therefore, we can manually collect 

the data from this page. 
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4.1.2 Transforming Data 
 
After we finish obtaining the Multi-criteria ratings, now the Multi-criteria ratings that are the 
character format must be transformed into the numerical format by using the mapping table 
as shown in table 4.3. 

 
Table4.3: The mapping table from character rating into numerical rating 

Character rating Numerical rating 
  A+ 13 

A 12 
  A- 11 
  B+ 10 

B 9 
 B- 8 

  C+ 7 
C 6 

 C- 5 
  D+ 4 

D 3 
 D- 2 
F 1 

 
 

 After we finish the transformation of the numerical format, the ratings’ information ready to 

use in the calculation of our proposed methodology. 
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4.2 Evaluation Metric 

 

MAE (MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR) 

 

The mean absolute error is an average of the absolute errors. In statistics, the mean 
absolute error indicated the quality of outcomes that derived from measure how close 
forecasts or predictions are to the final result. 

The mean absolute error is a typical measure of the predicted error in the time 
series analysis, where the terms "mean absolute deviation" is sometimes used in confusion 
with the more standard definition of mean absolute deviation. The same confusion exists 
more generally. 

Each method is evaluated by using Mean Absolute Error evaluation metric, which 
can be displayed as the following equation: 
 

                           



The Rci indicates the actual overall rating that user had given on movie ith in the test set .The 
Rpi is the predicted overall rating on the test set for movie ith by using our method, and I 
represent the set of the movie items in test set. 
 
 4.3 Experimental Result 

 

In order to illustrate the performance of our proposed methodology on real-life data, 
we performed the empirical analysis on four methodologies. These four methods were 
implemented on the same environment to determine the accuracy and quality of each 
methodology. 
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 Rank: Our Criteria-Ranking and Closeness Score technique with original Closeness 
Value table (Table 3.5) 

 Multi-CF: The typical multi-criteria recommendation proposed by Adomavicius [3]. It 
calculates the similarity between a pair of users by obtaining their overlapped rating 
information.  

 Euclidean: A technique, which directly applies Euclidian distance on multi-criteria 
user, profiles.  
 

 For fairly comparison, every method above generates the prediction using weight 
average approach described in sub section D of section 3. After the predictions were 
completely done, we use MAE (Mean Absolute Error) to determine the accuracy of the 
predicted results. The lower MAE value represents more accuracy the result. 
 

Table 4.4: The experimental result 
 

Method 

Neighbor =3 Neighbor =5 Neighbor =10 
Number of user Number of user Number of user 
100 200 100 200 100 200 

Rank 1.83*** 1.89*** 1.95*** 1.91*** 2.13*** 1.99*** 

Multi CF 2.25 2.42 2.23 2.25 2.22 2.20 
Euclidian 2.98 2.37 2.72 2.46 2.28 2.43 

 

 

    As the empirical result from the table 4.4, rank method yield lower MAE values on 

every combination than the other two methods that mean rank method will produce better 

recommendation results than the other method. 
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4.4 Discussions 

 

  According to the evaluation results, ranking technique can provide higher quality of 

recommendations than both multi-criteria CF and Euclidian distance on multi-criteria user 

profile.  

 The reasons are the traditional multiple criteria CF need co-rated items to perform the 

similarity measurement that means if co-rated items is quite low or none this technique may 

produce the unsuitable neighbors, And Euclidian Distance use real criteria frequent values 

to perform the similarity measurement. Therefore, they both tend to produce poor 

neighbors, because the traditional multiple criteria CF faces the sparsity effect problem and 

the Euclidian Distance based method faces the SDDS problem. 

 In contrast, rank and rank up methods that focus more on the significance of criteria 

provide higher quality of recommendation results, since rank used similarity on user profiles 

instead of co-rated items to reduce the sparsity effect problem and use Criteria-Ranking 

profiles with Closeness Value table to reduce the SDDS problem. Therefore, the high quality 

neighbors and better recommendation quality will be obtained accordingly. 
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CHAPTER V 
 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 

5.1 Conclusion  

  

The major purpose of this thesis is to propose a novel method for the movie 
recommender system based on multiple criteria rating. 

The SDDS problem occurs when the system directly used value of user profile 
elements to perform the similarity measurement. To cope with such problem, Criteria-
Ranking technique is proposed in this work to specify the order of criteria’s significant level 
toward the user characteristic. Moreover, Closeness Score is used to convert rank to be the 
value yielding to find the similarity value between a pair of users. Consequently, the 
improved user profile and good quality neighbors are achieved respectively. 
  As the experimental results, it can be concluded that the significance of criteria is 

useful to help system to understand users more clearly. Since our Criteria-Ranking and 

Closeness Score technique can overcome the Same Distance but Different Similarity 

problem and provide more appropriate neighbors. Finally, the higher accuracy 

recommendations were achieved.   

   

5.2 Future works 

 

  For the future work, the contextual information should be additional information. This 

data will represent the user’s characteristic as well. How can we apply this data in order to 

gain better performance? Can we apply the novel methodology to improve our concept? 

How can we combine the new methodology with the current one to support the integration 

of multi-criteria with multidimensional? This combination might produce some problem, but it 
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should increase the prediction performance. Since, the system might understand the user 

more clearly. 
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